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There is a world behind the canvas. Past the flat façade and the crackling paint is
a realm where art lives, breathes, creates, and destroys.
Claudia Miravista loves art but only sees what is on the surface-until the Dutch
boy Pim appears in the painting in her room. Pim has been trapped in the world
behind the canvas for centuries by a power-hungry witch, and he now believes
that Claudia is his only hope for escape. Fueled by the help of an ancient artist
and some microwaveable magic, Claudia enters the wondrous and terrifying
world behind the canvas, intent on destroying the witch's most cherished
possession and setting her new friend free. But in that world nothing is quite as it
appears on the surface. Not even friendship.
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There is a world behind the canvas. Past the flat façade and the crackling paint is a realm where art lives,
breathes, creates, and destroys.
Claudia Miravista loves art but only sees what is on the surface-until the Dutch boy Pim appears in the
painting in her room. Pim has been trapped in the world behind the canvas for centuries by a power-hungry
witch, and he now believes that Claudia is his only hope for escape. Fueled by the help of an ancient artist
and some microwaveable magic, Claudia enters the wondrous and terrifying world behind the canvas, intent
on destroying the witch's most cherished possession and setting her new friend free. But in that world
nothing is quite as it appears on the surface. Not even friendship.
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Editorial Review

From School Library Journal
Gr 5–8—Aiming to do for art history what Rick Riordan's "Percy Jackson" series (Disney-Hyperion) has
done for Greek mythology, Vance's novel follows its 12-year-old protagonist, a budding artist named
Claudia Miravista, into a world where famous artists and art iconography come to life as dynamic,
idiosyncratic characters. When she unexpectedly spots a living boy, Pim, peering out from the background of
a painting at the local museum, Claudia is unexpectedly drawn into both a friendship and an interdimensional
conflict, which requires her to join Pim in a mysterious realm built by the imaginations of every major artist
since the Renaissance. Initially bogged down by a great deal of explanatory setup (necessary to make such an
abstract conceit stick), Vance's story flares to life when Claudia crosses into the canvas for the first time.
Soon, she's trading gossip with the Mona Lisa, befriending one of C.M. Coolidge's poker-playing dogs, and
running from a particularly frightening Max Ernst creation—all to free Pim from the clutches of an evil
artist-witch named Nee Gezicht. Helped along by tongue-in-cheek footnotes from a fictional art
encyclopedia, adventurous readers will end up learning a great deal about art history along the way.
VERDICT A conventional misfit-turned-hero tale elevated by an inspired concept.—Abigail Garnett,
Brooklyn Public Library

Review

“Readers will end up learning a great deal about art history along the way . . . an inspired concept.” -School
Library Journal

“This well-paced mystery offers a pleasing protagonist and a very unusual setting. Vance cleverly injects the
story with a bevy of secondary characters, many of whom readers will recognize from European paintings
and popular art, and humorous footnotes from a fictional art-history textbook balance the tension. Themes of
trust and loyalty figure prominently in this story, which explores what it means to be a true friend.” ?Booklist

About the Author
Alexander Vance's first novel, The Heartbreak Messenger, was praised by School Library Journal as a
"clever read [that] will find an audience with both boys and girls" in a starred review. He works as a
multimedia designer and lives in Western New York with his family.

Users Review

From reader reviews:

Sarah Ruff:

The book untitled Behind the Canvas contain a lot of information on the item. The writer explains your
girlfriend idea with easy technique. The language is very easy to understand all the people, so do definitely
not worry, you can easy to read it. The book was compiled by famous author. The author brings you in the
new age of literary works. You can read this book because you can read on your smart phone, or model, so
you can read the book in anywhere and anytime. If you want to buy the e-book, you can wide open their
official web-site as well as order it. Have a nice study.
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Erin Mohammad:

Beside this specific Behind the Canvas in your phone, it can give you a way to get closer to the new
knowledge or data. The information and the knowledge you might got here is fresh from oven so don't be
worry if you feel like an aged people live in narrow commune. It is good thing to have Behind the Canvas
because this book offers for you readable information. Do you oftentimes have book but you would not get
what it's exactly about. Oh come on, that wil happen if you have this within your hand. The Enjoyable
arrangement here cannot be questionable, just like treasuring beautiful island. So do you still want to miss it?
Find this book and read it from right now!

Jack Williams:

Is it you actually who having spare time in that case spend it whole day by watching television programs or
just resting on the bed? Do you need something new? This Behind the Canvas can be the response, oh how
comes? A book you know. You are therefore out of date, spending your spare time by reading in this fresh
era is common not a nerd activity. So what these textbooks have than the others?

Dennis Bales:

A lot of book has printed but it is unique. You can get it by online on social media. You can choose the top
book for you, science, comic, novel, or whatever simply by searching from it. It is identified as of book
Behind the Canvas. You can add your knowledge by it. Without making the printed book, it could possibly
add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most critical that, you must aware about
publication. It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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